Congress Executive Committee  
SESSION XCII  
September 28, 2014 6:00pm  
Conoco Leadership Wing Conference Room, OMU

- Call to Order  
- Approval of the Minutes  
- Reports  
  - Chair - looks like all of the committees are going really well.  
  - Vice Chair - we did the legislative forum and legislative drive. Sample: links are not working for the people in half of my committee  
  - Secretary - When you email me the minutes please make sure that you include the attendance. Thanks!  
  - AA - Several pieces of legislation in the works. Resolution asking bookstore to take bursar as payment, recycling bins in the freshmen dorms. Etc.  
  - Con Ad - we saw two pieces of legislation. Emergency funding procedures was written as a resolution but we changed it to an act amending. I am giving you guys a heads up that I will be introducing a friendly amendment to make it effective in the spring. We also saw constituent service legislation and gave it a rec of do pass. I will also be working on changing academic districts to make them make sense again.  
  - EA - We talked about our city council liaison. We had our first one so we will give a report about that in congress. We talked about legislative forum, we went through that and found some ideas that we might like. Including the three unrelated persons. Ordinance 2238 where you can’t have more than 3 unrelated people in a home unless one is registered as a servant. It dates back to 1951 so it’s a little outdated. I think if we get a strong student presence we might be able to change it. I’m also still working on my anti hydraulic fracturing.  
  - P&P - We have a lot of ideas in the works and I do really mean a lot. Some regarding the library, online tutoring database, biking trying to get lanes towards the union. International gateway to no longer be mandatory. Developing an app that Princeton has for reaching out to constituents. Tabled spicy chicken sandwich legislation. We gave the put a chain on it legislation a rec of do pass.  
  - PR - We are currently trying to finalize our roles and trying to deal with all of the people in PR. we haven’t had a lot in congress so not a lot to talk about. Trying to finalize my group and what everybody is going to be doing. Everyone so far has been responsive every time I have emailed out.  
  - WAM - we had interviews all day today from one until six pm and I am still here, oh and we also passed emergency legislation.  
  - GW -

- SPECIAL ORDERS  
- OLD BUSINESS  
- NEW BUSINESS  
- ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED  
- GENERAL DISCUSSION  

Byron: I think my legislative forum is going well.
Aragon: I think we will have a bill that says no cussing on the forum
Byron: I don’t think we need a bill
Sample: I think we should
Byron: my job is to monitor this forum if something is illegal or someone says inappropriate things then I can filter it.
Sample: It makes it hard to do my job if the ideas are illegal.
Aragon: I have to filter this stuff anyways, so just let me know and I will let them know. I’m going to remove this.
Naqvi: keep us updated at exec meetings
Cramm: you should announce to the congress that there should be no swear words, or your illegal ideas, and take ownership of your ideas otherwise they will get deleted.
Rice: I’m cool with that solution.
Naqvi: if this continues as a problem we can re visit it.
Aragon: I’m fine with that as long as it gets monitored a little more closely.
Sample: What do we do about people who have the same ideas
Sandoval: I think that was the point, so if they see that someone is working on the same idea they can get together and work on it.
Cramm: Subsidizing shirts isn’t a thing
Aragon: The reps are interested in business cards for SGA even if they have to pay for them.
Aragon: I would check with Debbie first
Byron: I can check that on Tuesday, I’ll make sure with Debbie but I’m pretty sure we can. If I get around to asking her I’ll make an announcement on Tuesday, to try and gauge interest.

• ADJOURN

Chair: Lauren Aragon
Vice Chair: Alex Byron
Secretary: Alma Sandoval